Emission tomography using two orthogonal sets of projections through seven pinhole collimators is considered. This paper describes the acquisition system, the reconstruction algorithm, presents results obtained in phantom studies, and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of this method over conventional Seven Pinhole Tomography.
INTRODUCTION
Seven Pinhole Tomography3,4'5 (7PHT) (reconstruction of a 3D radioactivity distribution from projections onto a 7 pinhole collimated scintillation camera) has long been known as a simple and cost effective tomographic technique. As it uses a conventional nuclear medicine detector, it can be performed in many nuclear medicine departments. As the detector is stationary, it is well suited for imaging timevarying 3D distributions. However, its low sensitivity and depth resolution yield poor quality reconstructed images. This paper investigates the potential improvements of this tomographic process when a dual detector imaging system is used. By doubling the number of apertures, sensitivity is increased. From sampling considerations, the optimal angle made by the two detector axes is 900. However, for practical clinical situations, angulations from 600 to 1200 may be appropriate. In any case, resolution is improved by the increase in number of projections and in their angular range. When more than one detector is used, the reconstruction volume cannot be decomposed into the nonuniform voxels used in the original 7PHT algorithm, which decomposition is correct from a sampling viewpoint. Therefore, uniform cubic voxels were chosen since they lead to a more natural representation of space. Finally, because D7PHT is intended to be used for dynamic studies the algorithm has been broken into distribution-independent, and distributiondependent procedures in order to speed up the reconstruction process. The system geometry (see Fig. 3 ) is characterized by the system center (SC) at the intersection of the two detector axes. Distances (dA,dB) from the system center to detectors A and B define the maximum reconstruction volume. Strictly speaking, this volume is the intersection of two hexagonal cross-section cylinders with vertex radius (R) equal to the distance from the central pinhole to any peripheral pinhole-. However, it has been extended to points having less than 14 projections. The distance (dl) between the detector and the pinhole plane is also necessary to relate a voxel location to its projection locations. ** ********* ****** *** *** **** **** ORTHOGONAL SEVEN PINHOLE TOMOGRAPHY ******************** ********* *** *** POINT SOURCE FILE NAME: CRAMTEK. DATA3PS633. DAT FLOOD SOURCE FILE NAME: CRAMTEK. DATA3FLAB. DAT PROJECTION FILE NAME : ERAMTEK. DATA3LIVTOT 3D reconstruction from a small set of projections is very sensitive to distortions in projection images. Therefore, a calibration procedure is carried out every time 3D distributions have to be acquired under a new system geometry or tune. First the system parameters (a, dA, dB) are measured accurately. Then a point source at-the system center is imaged. A 2D least-squares fit to a hexagon of its projections gives optimal estimates of camera offsets, the orientation of the pinhole pattern about the camera axis, and the pixel dimensions. It also provides a distortion index which allows one to decide whether or not the cameras are suitable for tomographic purposes (see Table I ).. where BP(.) denotes a backprojection operator, n is the iteration index, and h is a damping factor, until Q is sufficiently small or after a maximum number of iterations.
The algorithm is summarized in the flow chart given in Fig. 4 . -it is divided into distribution-independent and distribution-dependent procedures, such that reconstruction of 3D distributions acquired under the same detector conditions can be speeded up.
-it uses cubic voxels of uniform size such that display of the 3D structure slice by slice yields a natural space representation.
-The number of voxels and the voxel size are chosen independently; thus the reconstruction time can be optimized for a given reconstruction volume and object resolution.
The ability of this new tomographic procedure to reconstruct 3D distributions was evaluated-by measuring the global sensitivity and the resolution of the system. Distances dA and dB have been set equal to a common value d, and a 250 pCi Tc-99m point source has been placed at successive locations on the diagonal of the detector axes. Measurements were repeated for various values of d. Point sources located where sensitivity has been measured have been reconstructed from their projections. In order to estimate the shape of the impulse response, the reconstruction has been oversampled (voxel size = pixel size/4). Reconstruction images are consequently blurred. Variances of the distribution along each axis have been computed, and FWHM have been estimated from them, assuming a Gaussian model. Fig. 6 shows how FWHM varies with d and r over a broad range which covers values of every clinical situation. As expected resolution degrades with distance to the detectors, but improvements compared with conventional 7PHT are dramatic. They can be explained by both the use of a dual detector system and the use of the minimum estimator.
Standard measurement of sensitivity using a 22 cm diameter cylindrical phantom has been performed. 470,000 counts/min/(01Ci/cc) were detected in a 20% photopeak window when the cylinder was at the system center, 330 mnu from the detectors.
Tests using more realistic phantoms have been carried out. Fig. 7 shows the reconstruction of a employs a static detector, D7PHT is well suited for this purpose 
